20 CONVICTS DIE WHEN FIRE DESTROYS PRISON DORMITORY

Hoyt and Sherdal Pitching Choices For Fourth Game

IRURDER IS
SEIZED AFTER HARD PURSUIT

20 convicts died when fire destroyed the dormitory in the prison at Sing Sing on July 15. The fire was caused by a short circuit in the electrical wiring, which spread rapidly through the wooden building. The convicts were unable to escape the flames, which consumed the structure within minutes. The prison administration announced plans to erect a new dormitory to replace the one that was destroyed.

HEART RAILS AT FRENCH FOR HOLDING HORNAN

Newspaper Owner Can't Understand His French Government in Objecting to Publication

BY W. B. RAGSDALE

WASHINGTON, D.C., Oct. 8.—(AP)—The government in Paris is opposing publication of a newspaper article in which the author expressed sympathy for the French Foreign Legion. The newspaper, Le Monde, published an article by a former legionnaire who described the conditions under which he served. The French government objected to the publication of the article, which was critical of the treatment of legionnaires.

ROOSEVELT, IN NEW YORK, HOLDS FIRST CONFERENCE

President Roosevelt is holding his first conference with his cabinet. The meeting is expected to last for several days and will focus on a range of issues, including the economy, foreign policy, and domestic affairs. Roosevelt has been in New York for several days, meeting with political leaders and officials to discuss the agenda for his administration.

POLICE PROBE SHOOTING OF TEXAS PRIEST

The shooting of a Texas priest has sparked a police investigation. The priest was shot while attending a mass in a church in the town of San Antonio. The motive for the shooting is unknown, but authorities are examining all leads.
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